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20/00782/CU  1 Westbourne Road 
 
We wish to object strongly to proposals to establish a hot-food takeaway in this modest yet significant 
building in a prominent position on the edge of a Conservation Area. 
 
The building bears all the architectural features of an early co-operative store and we believe it merits 
consideration by the Conservation Team as a Non-designated Heritage Asset. 
  
The building is sited on a busy junction, with traffic attempting to emerge from Sibsey Street into the 
flow of traffic along Meeting House Lane and Westbourne Road. There is also significant turning traffic, 
including many HGVs into and out of Station Road. Additional traffic which would be generated by 
delivery drivers and customers for the take away will add to this already overused junction.  
 
There is very little free parking here - most is resident permit only. The applicant claims to have 3 
parking spaces, but these are on the pavement. We note that County Highways has expressed concern. 
 
In this almost exclusively residential area, the intrusion of noise, smell and litter associated with such a 
use of the building as a hot food takeaway will be an obvious undesirable intrusion for local residents., 
and we support the objections that they have raised.  
 
21/00515/FUL Slyne Road Housing. 
 
The Civic Society is supportive in principle of proposals to increase the supply of much-needed 
affordable housing in the area. However, we do not believe that this should be at the expense of good 
design. “Affordable” should not be synonymous with “downmarket”.  
 
Here, the overall impression is that of an overcrowded (16 units) grouping on a very small site with no 
articulation. There are no redeeming features (e.g trees) to relieve the austere layout. We have  doubts 
about the promised “high quality landscape scene” once all the trees have been felled. (Including 
ancient cherry trees which have been a feature of that location). 



The proposed materials to be used appear to be uninspiring and drab. The specification quotes “buff 
and grey bricks and grey concrete tiles” It would be good to see something lighter and somewhat 
brighter in tone. 
 
It is stated that the developers are under no obligation to provide a play area but the lack of open space 
contributes to the overall meanness of the design. 
 
We would encourage the developer to re-visit these proposals and produce a visually more attractive 
and imaginative design. 
 
We would suggest that the historic title of “Hare Runs” should be considered when it comes to signage 
of the new development, in order to commemorate the original property on this site.  
 
 
 
 


